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Laura: Overview of the Switch to Remote

● shift to entirely remote over spring break 2020, online ever since
● already had LMS (Canvas) and Zoom in place 
● translation classes not as big of an adjustment

○ upgraded use of MS word, written feedback with tablet & stylus instead of paper

● interpretation classes required new tools, platforms, and pedagogy
○ pedagogy became more customized, community-building more intentional
○ lessons learned on use of GoReact, tablet & stylus for consec & simul, RSI platforms
○ less is more



Julie: Virtual Pedagogy
One example

Arc of the Session
● Introduce guest: Fabienne
● Debrief: Postcard interpretation noticings
● Warm-up: "My Spot" two-phase simul 
● Live interpretation of Fabienne's "My Spot"
● Live interpretation of conversation with Fabienne 
● Debrief the experience



Virtual pedagogy

Tech Set-up
● Warm up: Recording played via Zoom screen share
● Fabienne live from France via Zoom
● Discrete Zoom recordings for further practice 
● Interpreting: 

○ students muted on Zoom
○ recorded self on own phone



Virtual pedagogy

Integrating the learning
● French recordings uploaded to Canvas
● Students uploaded recordings to GoReact

○ reviewed own & each other’s interpretations
○ Varied types of feedback (tags, audio, video)
○ Posted noticings in a Canvas discussion forum
○ Practiced interpreting the recordings again



Leire: Using iPad & Apple pencil in interpretation

Introduction



Demo for Consecutive Interpretation



Demo for Consecutive Interpretation

● Screen is shared in the classroom with the professor’s notes. Students can 
also share their notes with the professor and their peers on real time.

● Students have a clear benchmark and can compare their notes to their 
professor’s notes.

● Feedback is color-coded using a different color per student. 
● After class, the professor’s notes are emailed to the whole class.
● The professor ends up with a repository of the students’ performance.



Example of Leire’s iPad notes
notes from source in black; note on student interpretations in various colors



Example of Leire’s iPad notes
strategic issues highlighted



Example of Leire’s iPad notes 



iPad and Apple pencil for simul classes

● Screen is shared with the transcript of the speech.
● Feedback is color-coded using a different color per student. 
● After class, the transcript with the feedback is emailed to the whole class.
● Bye-bye to paper and hello to a second screen.



Dmitry: Interpretation Practicum



Interpretation Practicum 
onsite field trips in past years



Zoom + ZipDX
video of set up



Zoom + KUDO
video of set up



Interpretation Practicum - remote

● RSI platforms vs. Workarounds for "real life" 
● Added learning goals: 

○ Building tech savviness, 
○ Becoming a one-stop-shop for clients seeking solutions



Sam: Choosing RSI Platforms for Pedagogy

Samuel Kim

T&I Tech Committee Chair

Korean/English Translation & Interpretation



The Search

● Initial goal was to expose students to RSI platforms
● RSI platforms for pedagogy have different criteria than RSI platforms for 

clients (and interpreters).

vs vs



What interpreters want in RSI platforms

● Experience that mimics the booth
○ Intuitive console (mic, mute)
○ Intuitive relay
○ Ability to monitor partner and source at the same time
○ Ability to communicate with partner without a need for a second device
○ Good sound quality

● Smooth handoff process
○ Active or passive terp initiated? Or both?
○ Ability to see partner (?)



What clients want in RSI platforms



What clients want in RSI platforms

● ...or something similar to zoom
○ Zoom has become the standard for video conferencing
○ Most RSI platforms are adopting Zoom-like UI (mute, raise hand, share screen, chat etc.)

● Clients have no interest in the interpreting side of the RSI platform



What training institutions want in RSI platforms

● The same features that interpreters want,
● PLUS pedagogy-centric features:

○ Monitor each student’s interpreting (alongside source audio)
○ Adjust volume of channels independently
○ See students (esp. during exams)
○ Record interpreting on the fly (esp. for exams)
○ Group discussion
○ C language support
○ Zoom integration to interpret for non-interpreting classes (multilingual classes)
○ Responsive support
○ Sustainable cost



Bilingual vs Multilingual Classes

● Different needs for bilingual and multilingual classes (practicum)
○ Individual classes usually use video of a speech, and there is no need for relay
○ Practicum often involves:

■ Live speakers
■ Multiple languages
■ Relay

● Is the trade-off worth it for bilingual classes?
○ Can the RSI platform completely replace Zoom?
○ Is it reliable enough that faculty/students won’t just revert to Zoom?



Comparisons*

*Data as of March 12



Challenges

● Lack of demand

○ How does creating pedagogy-centred software benefit the platform companies who are used to charging 

large sums for events?

● Browsers

○ Platforms behave differently on different browsers

○ Browsers process sound and therefore degrade quality

○ Desktop versions of RSI platforms would improve audio, but require installation

● Market is still nascent

○ No clear standard, lack of agreement about features (e.g. seeing partner)

● Tech fatigue

○ Prolonged remote learning and Zoom fatigue make adoption of new nascent software challenging

○ Especially considering we may be going back to in-person instruction in the fall



Q&A

Any questions?



Thank you!

Reach out if you have any questions

www.MIIS.edu

lburian@middlebury.edu


